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of the party being not of course to support the President but to
exploit him. It was not difficult to get at the President himself.
On the ancestral estate which the nation had presented to him
as a tribute of affection he was accessible.* He was also more
approachable, and, at his age, susceptible to flattery on the part
of his neighbours as he would certainly not have been susceptible
thirty years ago when he writhed as a poor man under the
patronage of wealthy aristocrats of lineage no better than his own.
They had long ago admitted him as an equal; now they spun
their flatteries deliberately and waited; from being an equal he
had to be made one of themselves which is something much
more subtle.
They had not very long to wait. By the end of 1931 the relations
between Schleicher and Bruening were not what they were, and
it was agreed in the political class that the succession was now
open. Politician as he was, the chancellor was quite incapable
of the general's ingenuity in finding combinations and in moving
the pieces for the sake of moving them. He was where he was
to give Germany strong government with the support of the
President and he was doing it. He saw no reason to do anything
else and in particular to yield to the parties, or any party, after
he had publicly defied them. He had indeed been open to any
offer of collaboration and he would have given a good deal for
a regular parliamentary majority but he did not regard it as indis-
pensable. His attitude to National Socialism was indeed different
in degree from his attitude to Communism, but it was not nearly
so different in kind as his statements seemed to indicate. A legal
Hitler, willing to come down to realities, he was perfectly willing
to meet and even to collaborate with, but a coup d'etat he would
meet with force. And much less perturbable men than the chan-
cellor would have grown restive under the constant stream of
* The Neudeck scandal was less important than it is represented to be.
The proposal to present the estate of Neudeck to him was the work of Olden-
burg- Januschau3 and both the contribution to and method of the presentation
were* to say the least of it, unsatisfactory. But to credit Oldenburg-Januschau
with the brilliance of the suggestion that Neudeck would be actually a trap is
to rate him too high. It was only after Hindenburg's partiality for Neudeck
took him so much from Berlin that the presenters were credited with an
original idea of so taking him.

